The Defiance Officers’ Mess: 

Bel Iblis stands back and applauds.  The Defiance Officers and all of the Liberty representatives, with the notable exception of Lieutenant Amzenki, stand and applaud as well.

As the applause dies down, the four who were just honored move out of the spotlight.  Most look confused and one, in his plaid robes, almost runs to his seat to get off of the floor.

The general then calls Cmdr. Genfore and Lt. Runaar up.  "Gentlemen, I realize that the deaths of two of your crewmen has been very hard on you.  I wish I could give you some advice on how to get over it, but there isn't.  All I can do is bring your crew compliment back up to full.  To honor the sacrifice made by Klotial and Letan, I'm going to transfer you two of my best security people.

"Rutar, Kecner, step forward."  A tall but skinny man, who seems to not like shaving often, and a tall, well muscled woman step forward in perfect parade ground fashion.  The man, Kecner, has reddish brown hair and brown eyes.  His hair seems to be a bit longer than regulations permit.  The woman, Rutar, is blond with blue eyes and has a deep tan.  She is standing at perfect attention.   Both are dressed in Defiance Security uniforms and appear to be in their late 20's.

"Meet Feli Rutar and Y'tal Kecner.  They've been with me since the Alliance was formed.  Y'tal is from the Outer Rim and Feli is a native Corellian.  I know they will serve you well."

The general salutes them and hands each their transfer orders.  Kecner doesn't look too pleased, but he accepts his orders.  Rutar's face is expressionless.

The General leans over to Genfore after he presents the new security crew and asks, "Emdig, what is wrong with your flight leader?  He's being a bit too surly for my taste.  If you want to handle it privately, please do but I won't stand for that much longer."

"General,” the Commander replies, “My Flight Leader has taken the insubordination and 'initiative' of his wingman and astromech very hard and _very_ personally since it came within a micron of getting him vaped by the Corellian shuttle.  

"I agree that his public face needs some adjusting, but I can't say I disagree with his feelings.  Under the circumstances, I normally wouldn't hesitate to approve a request from Lt. Amzenki to have Korona transferred out of his unit in response.  In fact, immediately before coming here, he asked me for permission to see to Flight Officer Korona's punishment -- and now he's been decorated!

“Regardless of what my sympathy for his position may be, General, I will see to the discipline of my crew."

"Yes,” says Bel Iblis, “I see where I've made your life a little more difficult.  Let me see what I can do to help."  He says with a mischievous grin.

While this conversation was going on, the dinner has broken up into several small conversations.  Forty, after taking some holo shots of the group and their decorations, grabs Rex and heads towards where Amzenki is still sitting.
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“Sir,” says Rex, “Forty wishes to say that he thought you would be happy at a mutual friend, meaning ‘leich, receiving a decoration.  However, he believes that, you seem to have decided that your, um, ego is more important... sir.”

Forty then turns and rolls out of the room.

Amzenki, not flustered in the least, calls after him, “I'll deal with you later.  My ego is not involved here in the slightest.  It sickens me to see people decorated for insubordination and not following orders, period.  Have we become the Empire?”

It's at this point that Commander Genfore steps up and pulls Zir aside.

"Lieutenant, I understand your feelings.  Korona's and Forty's actions could very well have cost you your life.  Neither do I appreciate the attempt to keep me in the dark.  I am, after all, responsible for the actions of every member of my crew -- including Korona's and yours.

"So, to be blunt, you are raining on the General's parade.  As an officer, you are expected to conduct yourself in public with proper appearance of decorum.  If it softens the blow any, the General has already recommended Guardian Flight for a Unit Citation for your performance during the fight against both the TIE’s and the Diktat's shuttle.  

"Finally, to answer your question: we have certainly not become the Empire.  In the Empire, you'd be executed for insubordination and dereliction of duty - regardless of the merit, in the bigger picture, of the results of your actions.  If anything, we're still too much the Rebel Alliance rather than an orderly hierarchical system.

"So please, if you cannot contain your distaste, consider yourself excused to return to the Liberty.  Either way, please come to my office tomorrow morning to discuss the new, special, extra duties to be assigned to Flight Officer Korona and R2-4T."

"I am dressed as I should be,” Amzenki replies, “and present as ordered.  I did not know that a smile and applause were a part of our dress uniforms, sir.  My apologies.

"However, what I meant was that the empire does things in an ass backwards fashion at times, and this is certainly ass backwards in my book.
  
“Now, sir, I think I will excuse myself.  At what time do you wish to see me?”

"Oh, about 0800,” Genfore says,  “And if you'd like shore leave, I have no doubt that Captain Nadur will be able to arrange it for you as soon as possible.  A little R&R might do you good."

Amzenki salutes and performs a perfect parade ground turn and marches out of the door, leaving everyone to look after him. ‘leich, however, follows him out.  After Zir’s departure, several of the Liberty’s officers also depart, claiming duties to see to.  Among them are Captain Nadur and Lt. Antia.

Noticing this, Tehl puts away his datapad, which he has been fiddling with up to now, and approaches Commander Genfore. 

"Excuse me, sir.  Ambassador Justinian wanted me to talk to Captain Nadur before he took off, but I seemed to have missed him.  I noticed that the new security officer Feli Rutar, in addition to being a native Corellian, is also qualified as a demolitions expert.  The Imperial base that we found might have some unpleasant 'surprises' that demolitions skill might be able to take care of.  Ambassador Justinian has authorized me to take care of this matter."

Genfore turns to him.  “I’ll take it up with Captain Nadur in the morning and inform you of my decision.  Please see me at 0900.  Now, if you will excuse me, I have some things to discuss with the General.  Oh, and congratulations on the medal.  Just don’t do anything like that again.”  Genfore smiles, turns, and heads towards Bel Iblis.

Tehl looks around and yawns.  Deciding it’s time to get some sleep, he heads towards his temporary quarters.  Forty rolls up behind him and, after plugging into the socket in the rooms Tehl and Ghaloon are sharing, begins to discuss planning for the following day.

Ghaloon approaches Justinian and Harkonan after Zir leaves.  "Ambassadors, When the time perrmits, I would like to discuss this with you morre.  Not herre, though.  Just please call upon me when things arre not as high strrung grroundside as they currrently arre.  And please extend my grratitude to Bail, his choice in attairre forr me is most apprroprriate.  Thank you."  He bows slightly.

Justinian expresses her thanks again for his role in her rescue and Harkonan actually bows.  Bail, who is off to one side, looks puzzled but Ghaloon moves away before he can say anything. 
 
Ghaloon then looks over at the Defiance female security officer.  "Milady,” he says, inclining his head toward her, “My, you look verry nice this evening."

“And you," she says with a smirk, "have a most interesting choice of clothes."

"This is worn on Qaxurr to show rrespect forr comrades fallen in battle.  While, I'm showing them rrespect, I would like to don something much more comforrtable."

"Personally, I'm getting fairly bored here.” She replies, “I guess I should be angry that two of my best people were transferred away, but I feel sorry for Lt. Runaar.  It's always hard to lose those under your command.  Great, now I'm getting depressed.  What do you say I give you a tour of the ship?  After we get changed, of course."  

“Oh, but of courrse.  I have found, when I'm depressed, that time in the gym always cheers me up, but whatever you wish to do.  I'm at your disposal.”

They leave together and arrange to meet in one of the lounges after getting changed.  Ghaloon heads back to his quarters with a spring in his step.  Forty is there waiting for him but Tehl has gone to bed.
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[Sir, there are a number of options available regarding clothing:
 1.  Continue wearing plaid robe.]

Ghaloon frowns, “Not an option.”

[2.  Wear non-plaid robe worn earlier today.]

“No, needs cleaning.”

[3.  I can get a pair of unmarked fatigues quickly and modify - i.e. cut hole for your tail.]

“Doable.”

[4.  We get some material and make a loincloth or other acceptable simple garb (hmmm... I don't see drapes in here...) but I do know where the towels are.]

Ghaloon looks shocked.  “A towel?  Oh the fashion statement.  ‘Hi, I'm wearring a shammy.’  Next?”

[5.  I send a message to the shuttle crew asking them to bring clothing from your quarters on the Liberty II.  This may take a little while however since the shuttle might not return for at least an hour.]

“Please do that.  But I need something now.”

[6.  No clothing worn at all.]

“I'm not that barbaric to run around the ship or planet like that.  Run around a room, maybe.”  Ghaloon smiles as the droid shutters.

bleep blort tweet

[I will also arrange to have your clothing here laundered as soon as possible for use in the morning.]

“Yes, please a pair of fatigues would be good.  And see if you can get a pair of combat boots with a boot knife slot for my knife.  You never know when I'll get to use my impie sticker.”

While Ghaloon showers, Forty obtains the fatigues and alters them so they can accommodate a tail and so that the hole won't unravel.  Ghaloon, while drying, tries on the boots that can with the uniform but decides to stay with his own. 

['leich has been notified that he is to pick up a selection of clothes from the Liberty and bring them back on his next run.  You should have them within the next 4 hours.]

“Thanks,” Ghaloon says, “Don’t wait up.”  Now fully dressed, Ghaloon leaves and Forty goes into a recharging mode.


The Liberty:

The next morning, Lt. Amzenki buzzes the door to Commander Genfore’s office.  The door opens and Zir walks in.

“You wished to see me, sir?” he says.

"Yes, Lieutenant, do sit down,” Genfore says.

"I see from Captain Nadur's list that you have availed yourself of shore leave.  Good. 

"Yesterday afternoon, you requested that I allow you to assign and oversee Flight Officer Korona's punishment.  Now it would obviously be a slight to the General to officially reprimand or punish him in any way, since the General personally decorated him.  The General did enough of that in his speech, anyway.  However, he does need to be reminded to think three or four times about the consequences before taking such rash actions. 

"Do you have any suggestions?"

“Sir, I have been giving this a lot of thought, but I just don’t feel I can be impartial about it.  Not this soon after the incident.  May I suggest that we ask the XO and Lt. Runaar here for their ideas?”

“A good suggestion, Zir,” Genfore says, “I actually have something in mind that I’d like all of you to hear.”

Genfore has the bridge page Captain Nadur and Lieutenant Runaar.  They arrive a few moments later.

"Thank you gentlemen.  We have an unusual situation here.  General Bel Iblis recognized our comrades’ initiative and bravery last night.  Most of the participants were members of the diplomatic corps and not under my direct control.  They were therefore not, as far as I am aware, under any specific orders at the time.  The shuttle crew was also not under specific orders at the time, although they failed to obtain permission to leave their normal duty post.  Flight Officer Korona, however, was, as part of Guardian Flight, under orders to participate in the Republic Day celebration fly-over.  He disobeyed that order, deserted his post, and took active measures to conceal his actions from his superiors.  

"The shuttle crew's offense is slight, since it did not compromise the ability of the shuttle to perform its mission.  Korona's action, on the other hand, could very well have resulted in the destruction of his leader's X-wing and the death of Lt. Amzenki while his astromech was operating his X-wing in combat.  Obviously an astromech can control an X-wing alone, but there is good reason why we still put pilots in fighters and not just droids.

"As a result of his decoration by the General, I do not feel it appropriate to officially discipline him.  Neither should such blatant disregard for the chain of command be tolerated.  We are not the loose Rebel Alliance any more; we must have discipline and respect for the chain of command if the Fleet is to represent the Republic properly.

"Therefore, I propose that, in 'recognition' of his initiative and unusual talents, he be assigned a two-week cross-training program in Security, to be overseen by Lt. Runaar.  Lieutenant, I'm sure you can devise such a program - heavy on the unarmed combat practice, if you take my meaning.

"Additionally, we have the question of Lt. Amzenki's astromech droid, 'Forty'.  He also deserted his post and concealed his action by substituting the ship's engineering droid, R2-M2.  Since it volunteered to join the Alliance, it is considered a soldier, not property of the Fleet - the so-called 'R2-D2' clause instituted on behalf of General Skywalker.  Therefore it cannot be memory-wiped without its consent unless it is suffering a total debilitating malfunction.  What duty would be considered onerous enough to a droid to make it an effective 'lesson', but not be officially labeled as punishment?

"As this situation is so unusual, I'd like your opinions."

Lt. Amzenki speaks up, "I do not think a memory wipe is even a reasonable suggestion.  Though he may very well be annoying, he is still my comrade, even more perhaps, my friend.  I would not condone such an action, not that it is my place to condone anyhow.

“As far as Korona is concerned, the harsher the training the better.  Droids can pilot ships, but they are not combat-hardened nor are they trained for it.  We have chosen our colors and I think the manual labor involved is also something we should consider.  The painting and such on the X-wings will be long and intricate work, and should provide ample time for them to ponder their actions.”

Emtoo, who was standing in the background unnoticed, says, "Commander, sir, my records show that Guardian Flight has had their x-wings painted in regulation colors for the parade but that Lieutenant Amzenki's request is still pending.  As a matter of protocol, officers are not usually made to do menial labor and, if Flight Officer Korona is assigned this task, it will reflect as punishment.  However, he would be permitted to oversee the painting and it is your discretion as to the time period and crew assignments, so you could make it as easy or hard as you like."

“True enough,” Zir says, “but in order for it to be construed as a punishment there would need to be some record of it.  Much like there can be no murder without a corpse in most cases.”

Emtoo, however, replies, "But, sir, if there is work to be done, a WO-638J form must be completed with the supervisor and crew assigned all listed.  If not, any supplies requisitioned by at SR-987P2 form will not be supported, which is unacceptable to the Quarter Master Corps at the Fleet level."  

”Yes,” Genfore interrupts, “We understand that.  Now be quite.”

"Yes, sir.  However, there is still the matter of Jedi Ghaloon's request that Security Crewmember Feli Rutar be assigned to his team on Corellia.  It needs the approval of either you, Captain Nadur or Lieutenant Runaar on a PR-483S."

“Fine, I’ll sign it,” Runaar says, “Anything to shut him up.”

Runaar signs the form and Emtoo leaves to file the paperwork. 
“Sir,” Nadur says, “I believe that both suggestions are worthwhile with regards to Korona.  Since his duties already include the maintenance of the fighters, adding the painting of them to his list would not be considered untoward.  Also, the cross training would help him as much as punish him.”

“I agree, sir.”  Runaar says, “I can begin with him as soon as he returns from leave.”

“Well,” Genfore says, “If there is nothing else, I’d say the matter is settled.  Thank you gentlemen.”

The three officers leave and pass Ambassador Harkonan as he walks in.  Genfore looks crestfallen.

“Good morning, Commander.  I’d like a few words with you.”


Tehl’s Meeting:

Tehl Dashwood enters Cmdr. Genfore's office at 0900.  

"Good morning, Commander.  Ambassador." Tehl says.

Please be seated, Mr. Dashwood.  The Ambassador apparently has news for both of us. 

As Tehl looks around for a seat, Ambassador Harkonan stands up and heads over to him, smiling.

"Tehl," he says, "You did some very good work in rescuing the Ambassador."  His smile fades.  "However, in doing so, you've also brought us to the bring of Civil War in one of the oldest and most noble systems in the Galaxy."

"Sir, it was never my intention to do that,” Tehl says.  “When the TIE's started chasing us, all I wanted to do was make sure the people of Corellia knew what was going on.  I had no idea the Diktat himself was involved, and that he would run away."

"But you did know that seeing a full wing of Imperial Fighters in their airspace would panic the populace.  Either that, or you weren't thinking to begin with.  A message to the Commander or myself would have been sufficient to get you the assistance needed without endangering the people in the square.  You do know, of course, that 26 people were trampled to death and that 465 more sustained significant injuries do to your rash action."

Harkonan turns to the Commander and hands him a slip a flimsiplast.  "Commander, as of 0600 hours this morning, I have been placed in command of this mission.  Ambassador Justinian has decided to take a leave of absence in the Defiance sick bay until such time as her physical and mental condition can be assessed fully."

Genfore looks unsurprised and somewhat disgruntled by this development.

Turning back to Tehl, with a small smirk, "And you, my heroic underling, are not to do anything without my express approval.  Do you understand?"

"Of course, Ambassador,” Tehl responds, a bit flustered.  “With your permission, I will be working on the investigation to prove who actually was behind all of this.  I will not get involved in the local situation that is brewing down there.”

"No, Mr. Dashwood,” Harkonan says with a smile, “you will not be investigating this matter.  In fact, until I have looked over all of your actions in detail, you will be assigned to the Liberty as the diplomatic liaison.  you will not leave this ship for any reason."

"Understood, sir.  I will get my things sent over from the Defiance.  I will be providing you with an in-depth report of my actions, if you wish, rather than the summary already provided."


"Perhaps, sir,” Tehl says, “you might want to consult with General Bel Iblis about the situation - as he is one of Corellia's greatest heroes, he might have some insight into how the local situation might be resolved.


"Do you really believe that I hadn't thought of that?” Harkonan replies, getting angry.  “The general is already making preparations to travel down to the planet with me to begin negotiations."

"Commander, by the way,” Tehl says in an attempt to change the subject.  “If possible, could I have Security Officer Rutar assigned to the investigative team?  Her knowledge of both Corellia and demolitions would come in handy."

"Yes, Commander,” Harkonan says, turning to Genfore.  “I would also like to request her attachment to the investigative team, to be headed up by the Jedi, Ghaloon.  Although why Mr. Dashwood would want a demolitions expert on a mission where he will not get involved in the local affairs is beyond me."

"Now, if you will excuse me, Commander, I must be on my way to Defiance."

Harkonan leaves.

"Um,” Tehl says, “Will there be anything else, Commander?"

"Apparently not, Mr. Dashwood, since I don't seem to be in charge of a meeting I called. 
"I had actually asked you to come here this morning to tell you that Capt. Nadur and Lt. Runaar wanted to perform their own discreet checks on our new crew before giving them any sensitive assignments.  But, since Ambassador Harkonan has things so masterfully under control, …

"Be circumspect in your report.  I know you must have had Corellian help during your adventure, for instance.  I think he/she/they would not be amused by Harkonan’s attitude.  For someone who had no useful input whatsoever between the Ambassador's disappearance and your return, he is certainly full of 'it' now.  Between you and I, he strikes me as the type of politician that gives government a bad name. 

"'Reckless and rash' though your actions may have been, they were done for the greater good as you perceived it, without personal manifestos.  When you call Defiance to have you effects returned, you might want to suggest to your friend Ghaloon that he be very wary.  I doubt Harkonan plans to use him as a sacrificial goat, but neither will he hesitate to let him take the fall if things go wrong."

"Thank you, sir,” Tehl says as he leaves.  “I will make sure I tell Ghaloon to be on his toes."


On the Defiance:

Ghaloon and Forty are in Ghaloon’s quarters preparing for the day’s search of the Imperial Base.  Forty has just told Ghaloon that he has been assigned to the search party.

[Being new to this assignment, what is scheduled for today?]

“Beforre demolitions gets a hold of that computerr, would you please take a look at it and tell me what you can find.  If I rrememberr corrrectly, I believe I saw a serrial port, that should allow you a bufferred connection that would allow you to scan all the incoming packets beforre they touch yourr system and get an idea of what is going on while not being harrmed by malicious code.  What do ya say 4T?  Ya up for the challenge?  Yeah, I know everryone wants to blow it up, but I rreally think we can use it to or advantage.

“Oh and welcome aboarrd, I think you'll like it here a little betterr your otherr assignment.  This one is constantly changing.  But neverr forrget, we are on a Diplomatic Mission to Corrrelia.  Must neverr forrget that.”

beep.  <Windows intro> blort snit tweet?

[Ready.  Do you wish me to inform the shuttle to prepare for departure?]

“I think we had betterr wait forr Tehl.  He should be finishing up with Genforre about now.”

At that moment Ghaloon’s comlink beeps.

“Ghaloon, herre.”

{Ghaloon, it’s Tehl.  I've been assigned diplomatic liaison duties aboard the Liberty.  I would suggest that you go down to the surface, and take a more detailed look at the complex we found.  Also, you might want to take another look at the villa we busted the Ambassador out of - maybe they left something behind there...}

“Well,” Ghaloon says, turning the comlink off, “I guess that means you need to contact the shuttle.”

[Affirmative.]

“Forty, please also make sure we have at the top of our list to identify the faction Zed is associated with and do what we can to assist him.  He stuck his neck out for us and now it's time to return the favor.”  

Ghaloon leaves and heads for the bridge.  He is let on, due to his position with the diplomatic team, and he heads for the communications station.

 "Comm, may I please have a link. audio only or video - up to you - with Ambassadors Justinian and Harkonan on Liberty II."  

“Of course,” the crewman on duty replies.  “Link established with Ambassador Harkonan, but sickbay says that Ambassador Justinian has been sedated and will be unable to speak with anyone.”

"I was originally planning on just sending you a memo that you could reply to at you leisure, but things appear to be escalating planetside and I would like to know what cards I have in my hand before going down.  How much authority over the ground situation do I have?   Plus, Tehl thinks well on his feet, that may be of great assistance groundside." 

{Jedi Ghaloon,} Harkonan says, {you have been given full authority over all ground actions as they pertain to the Imperial base and adjoining facilities.  I have personally taken over the negotiations between the factions, with the help of General Bel Iblis.  As to Dashwood, his actions are currently under review.  When it has been decided that he is capable of joining you, he will.  Until then, he is to remain on board the Liberty.}


“You are entirely too kind and I wish you luck in the negotiations.  Thank you.”

The link closes and Ghaloon says, not quite talking to himself, "Why does he do this?  Negotiations are fickle when you have a whole planet in a riot.  Knowing him, he's probably talking to the wrong bastard again."  

Ghaloon pulls out his data pad and gets a list of names of people coming from planet side to attend negotiations.  He shakes his head and says, a little more loudly, to the Comm Officer,  "I won't tell you that you didn't hear that and I won't ask you not to spread gossip.  I will however request that my name or anything in reference to a Jedi is never mentioned.  Fair enough?”
 
Ghaloon then heads down to the security office to see Chief.  She is in her office when he enters.

“How are you feeling today?” Ghaloon asks, giving her a hug and a kiss.

He closes the door and says, “You know of my findings and actions since I've arrived on this planet.  Once again, Harkonan is leading something and something - though it could be just that I don't trust him - I may need to stick my nose in it once again.  I don't want to ask you to do anything that would put in trouble with your command, but if you could get me a copy of the people coming from the planet to attend these negotiations and what you have on them.  I will use the planet net and HUMINT resources I have acquired planet side to get what I can on these people.  If I find anything that you haven't shared with me, I'll get it to you ASAP.”
 
“I’ll do what I can,” she says.

Ghaloon’s comlink beeps and notifies him that his shuttle is ready.

“I’ll see you soon,” she says and kisses him.

Ghaloon heads to the shuttle bay.


In the Docking Bay:

Ghaloon arrives to see Feli Rutar, Forty, ‘leich and Zir Amzenki standing by the shuttle.  Zir is giving Forty a withering look but cannot say anything as Ghaloon comes up to him and says, "Lieutenant, could I have a word with you?"

Forty leads 'leich off to see if there's anything he needs to do to get ready for the mission while Ghaloon and Zir head into an office that is currently empty.

Ghaloon and Zir go into the office and close the door.
 
"Amzenki,” Ghaloon says,  “Though I have been attached to the Liberrty II forr only a shorrt while, you and I have alrready developed a historry.  So, beforre we go down, I'm going to lay things out and you tell me if you have any prroblems with them.  Fairr enough?"
  
"I haven't spent all my years with the Republic army to be called 'Amzenki'.” Zir replies, hotly,  “I am a lieutenant and expect to be addressed as such for starters.  I had intended to speak with you on other matters.  But I will grant this 
opportunity to you...yes"

"I want you on this mission,” Ghaloon says, trying to sooth the flaring temper of the pilot.  “Yourr knowledge of ships and hangerr bays will be invaluable.  I may also miss something.  If you notice something of note that you don't think I have seen, I expect you to brring it to my attention.  If you feel that a decision I have made is potentially bad, I will expect yourr input.  But do not everr let the crew know anything.  Please pull me off to the side beforre you ask me if I have a scrrew loose.  If I hearr you out and I still feel my choice is betterr, go along with it and tell me I told you so laterr.  Can you handle that?"
"Frankly,” Zir replies sharply, “what you want is of no import to me.  I am here because 'leich and I are friends and I thought if nothing else we could reacquaint ourselves and we could look out for each other, as you seem only to care about garnering all the glory you can.  I would caution you to expect nothing from me.  Whatever respect you had earned from me was tarnished the moment you took Frosty without so much as a care for his or my well-being.  

“This, however is neither the time nor the place for such an issue, and as such, I will say 
only this....I will use my resources to the best of my ability to ensure that no one is placed in harm's way. I know much of the empire from having served in it.  If I have a problem, and (very emphasized 'and' btw) there is sufficient time to pull you aside, I will afford you that courtesy, though you did not do the same for me.  If the choice you have made puts myself or anyone else in what I believe could be detrimental to our safety, I will make my feelings known."

Zir then turns to leave.

"Frosty?" Ghaloon says, puzzled, "I didn't take anyone?  And who is Frosty?  If you are referring
to Forty, he came on his own free will, I didn't even ask for him, he just appeared.  So anything you two have going on should be consulted with him.  I'm not getting involved with it."

Stopping, and turning only at the waist, with milky white eyes eerily glaring at Ghaloon, Zir says, "You became involved with it when you allowed him to go then, and never bothered to ask if he had other responsibilities.  And all this is beside the point.  You think I am so shallow to only care about "my" droid?  He has a mind of his own, and does mostly what he chooses, but he is JUST a droid.  Besides, it's not just Frosty I was referring to.  It was Korona, and 'leich and everyone else.  It was a blatant disregard for their safety, not to mention your own.  

“It may not be my place to lecture, and that is not what I am trying to do, but by the Force, if you ever even think to pull such a stunt again with anyone in my command, and don't so much as notify me, the fact that we were on alert notwithstanding, I don't care WHO, or WHAT you are, we're gonna go....This conversation is over..."

He turns, grabs the door and exits.  Ghaloon let’s the door close, takes a deep breath and then calmly walks out.

The team boards the shuttle and heads down to the planet.


